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Abstract— Individual benefits of bicycles along with 

positive effects on pollutants and environmental issues have led 

to the increase of cycling rate at urban areas [1]. However, 

different road users have different criteria and it is important 

to assess our routes based on their preferences. The study of 

bicycle-motor vehicle (MV) interaction might be more 

important than interaction between MVs since cyclists are 

more vulnerable and potentially exposed to damage of a 

collision than MVs’ drivers [2]. Regarding the probable safety 

concerns associated with the number of conflicts and impact of 

volatility driving (hard accelerations/decelerations and 

aggressive manoeuvres) between MVs and cyclists, 

roundabouts and intersections with traffic lights and stop-

controlled junctions are the critical traffic points [3]. There 

were several studies focused on impacts of cycling regarding 

safety concerns, traffic performance and emissions at 

intersections (about traffic performance-safety: [4], about 

traffic performance-emissions: [5] and about MVs volatility 

driving impacts in urban areas [6]). However, there is a lack of 

research focused on the impacts of cycling in an integrated 

way. In this thesis the transportation impacts as a result of 

bicycle-MV interactions selected with route choices modeled 

using an integrated three-dimensional multi-objective model to 

achieve all identified goals simultaneously. Minimizing delay, 

traffic queue and emissions and maximizing the safety are the 

main objectives of this work at different roads. The thesis main 

questions are: (i) What are the main criteria in urban 

transportation network for passengers who are using a motor 

vehicle or a bicycle? (ii) What are the main factors of driving 

volatility as a result of bicycle-motor vehicle interactions and 

their impacts on traffic performance, emissions, and safety? 

All the necessary traffic data were extracted from the network, 

then a modeling platform of traffic (VISSIM), emissions (VSP) 

and safety (SSAM & PC-Crash) were used to evaluate the 

impacts of volatility on above outputs. The main findings are: 

(I) The presence of bicycles may dictate a trade-off in the 

network (II) Dedicated lane for cyclists improves traffic 

performance, safety and emissions at urban areas (III) bicycle 

demand variation (9-270 bph) can increase energy impacts up 

to 7% in the network (IV) Instantaneous decisions can result in 

volatility driving with impact on cyclist safety.    
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